
We are proud to introduce to you our new
collaboration packages, the CLOUD PACKS!
We're excited to offer new ways for
businesses to partner with us and grow
their brand. Named after our favorite
clouds, our packages include advertisement,
affiliate marketing, and membership options
tailored to your unique needs. Whatever it
is, there's a Cloud Pack ready for you in our
midst! Contact us today to learn more about
how we can help your business succeed!
                                                    -Claudia

£16 / $20 – for 1 article 
 + Get the blog featured on the
    TOP BLOGS list for a week
 + Get blogger spotlight on the
    TOP BLOGGERS page for a week
 + Blog article published on all our
    Social Media with full credits 
 + Blogger spotlight on all our
    Social Media

cumulus package

new collab packages!

NEW LAUNCHNEW LAUNCH
ALERT!ALERT!
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£60 / $70 – for 5 articles 

 + Get the blog featured on the TOP 

    BLOGS list for a month

 + Get blogger spotlight on the TOP 

    BLOGGERS page for a month

 + Blog article published on all our Social 

    Media with full credits 

 + Blogger spotlight on all our Social 

    Media
 + Get free advertising banner on our 

    website for 1 week

 stratus package

£120 / $150 – for 5 articles 
 + Get the blog featured on the 
    TOP BLOGS list for a month
 + Get blogger spotlight on the 
    TOP BLOGGERS page for a 
    month
 + Blog article published on all our 
    Social Media with full credits 
 + Blogger spotlight on all our 
    Social Media
 + Get free advertising banner on 
    our website for 1 month

cirrus package
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In meteorology, a cloud consists of a visible mass of miniature particles suspended in
the atmosphere of a planetary body or similar space. They vary in sizes and in meaning.
In a way, these packages are meant to convey the same: although they are all very much
appreciated, some are preferrable to others, depending on what the client wants.



sophisticatedcloud.com

£150 / $190 – for 8 articles 

 + Get the blog featured on the TOP 

    BLOGS list for two months

 + Get blogger spotlight on the TOP 

    BLOGGERS page for two months

 + Blog article published on all our Social 

    Media with full credits 

 + Blogger spotlight on all our Social 

    Media
 + Get free advertising banner on our 

    website for 2 months

 nimbus package4

follow us on

SQUARESPACE WEB
DESIGNERS

 We help showcase your
products and services in a clear

and simple way that reflects
your brand personality.

 
DISCOVER MORE ABOUT YOUR

BRAND THROUGH US!
 

EMAIL:
hello@sophisticatedcloud.com


